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Overview

These OER materials were developed  by an 

OSE graduate student, 2 Community Field 

Experience candidates (CFE), the Program 

coordinator and the director for EAL programs. 

The EAP 104 course has a textbook that focuses 

more on reading and writing skills; thus, these 

materials were created for the Listening and 

speaking skills part of the course. 

3 units were developed:

Technology

Geography

Business

Open Education Resources

These OER materials are designed for:

• students learning English as an additional 

language (EAL) in an English for academic 

purposes (EAP) program.

• Users are permitted to freely use, share, and 

adapt these materials as long as they provide 

attribution to the authors and the University of 

British Columbia’s Okanagan School of 

Education.

• This work is licensed under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-Non-commercial-

ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

A sample of Student workbook 

materials:

Discussion

Vocabulary

Listening

comprehension

Critical 

Thinking

Grammar

skill

The Design process:

Ronan Scott, an MEd student was hired by OSE 

in the spring of 2021 to work on Listening and 

speaking materials development for several of 

the Units taught in EAP 104.

Through a combination of using:

• Adobe edition 

• Adobe premier pro

• royalty free stock images and sound

• the Articulation Guide for English as a 

Second Language Programs in the British 

Columbia Post-Secondary Transfer System

• backwards design

• Language materials development principles

the following 3 units were created:

CFE candidates designed supplementary video 

instructional resources (May 2021) with pre and 

post activities for their dialogic video along with 

transcripts and answer keys. UBCO equipment 

was borrowed, locations were filmed on site and 

footage was edited (Kalamalka Lake, Indigenous 

World Winery).
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